
This fall, Learn Fresh is launching the Fellowship for Culturally Inclusive Education, which invites educators and curriculum writers 
of color to create and broadly share standards-aligned curricula that authentically represent the cultural, ethnic, and racial identi-
ties of their communities.

We recognize that the American education system regularly implements curricula through a biased cultural lens, with limited repre-
sentation from authors of color. Through this program, we will leverage our platform to support those educators who wish to make 
progress against this challenge.

Up to three educators will be selected for participation in a yearlong fellowship, running from January to December 2021. Through-
out the experience, educators will work closely with the Learn Fresh team to develop and refine a self-defined curriculum project 
that falls within the bounds of the fellowship’s mission. The project can focus on any content area or grade level.

In conjunction with our existing community of education, program, and philanthropic partners, we will provide spaces for educators 
to refine, test, and promote their work. This may include opportunities to present at convenings and conferences, engage with 
product development partners, and pilot with existing partner institutions.

PURPOSE 

APPLY

THE EXPERIENCE

For questions about your application, please contact Nick Monzi (nick@learnfresh.org) or Ayah Al-Zubi (ayah@learnfresh.org).

Applications for the fellowship release on Wednesday, September 
9, and will remain open until Friday, October 30.

Interested educators may apply by following this link.

While you do not need to be a professional curriculum writer to 
apply for the fellowship, you must be able to demonstrate your 
interest and any related experience in the process of curriculum 
development, no matter how informal. Educators with relevant 
classroom experience will likely receive priority in the application 
review process, but all with interest are encouraged to apply.

The Fellowship for 
Culturally Inclusive Education

Selected educators will participate in three phases of the fellowship, which will flexibly run as follows:

January-April: Concept Development          May-August: Content Creation          September-December: Pilot and Refine

Fellows will be embedded within the Learn Fresh team throughout the duration of the fellowship, regularly engaging with staff as 
thought partners, creative and logistical consultants, and network connectors. At varying stages throughout the fellowship, 
fellows will be able to present their work at external events, engage with product development partners in the Learn Fresh 
community, and pilot their creation through Learn Fresh’s national education network.

Educators will retain all intellectual property for the content that they create as part of the fellowship. Opportunities to partner or 
work with Learn Fresh to expand the reach of the created content will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis at the conclusion of 
the fellowship.


